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ABSTRACT

After a brief summary of the NUSS programme, the two design guides

are discussed which deal with instrumentation and control circuitry. The

potential use of computers is covered differently in these guides because of

the historical development and more importantly because of the difference in

importance to safety of the I & C systems which are dealt with in these

papers. The Agency would consider modifications to the existing guides only

when sufficient consensus about the use of computers would warrant a

revision of the documents.
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The Nuclear Safety Standards programme (NUSS) of the IAEA Is reaching

its end. The last review of papers will take place at the end of next year.

As most of you know, the programme which started in 1974, created 5

Codes of Practice in the areas of: Governmental Organization; Siting;

Design; Operation; and tjuality Assurance. In addition, 55 Safety Guides

have been developed which explain and implement certain areas of the Codes

in more detail. In the design area the guides deal with the following

subjects (see Table 1). The two guides which are potentially concerned with

this meeting are SG-D3 on the protection system and SG-D8 on safety-related

instrumentation and control systems. In order to clarify the terminology

with regard to these two guides, the following diagram (Figure 1) indicates

how terms such as important to safety, safety-related, safety systems and

protection system are related to each other.
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With regard to the structure of the two mentioned NL'SS guides, the

following can be noted. There are three groups of systems with different

parts:

information systems safety-related systems

control systems

one protection system safety system

The first must, the other night or might not be seen in connection

with the plant operator, i.e. the information system has the sole purpose to

supply information to the operator for him to take action, if necessary.

Tnese actions will have different importance to safety depending on the

plant concept and the source of disturbance which led to the specific

information.

The second group of systems, the control systems, is associated with

the first. Despite the fact that it influences the power production process

automatically, it allows the operator to influence its operation by manual

actions.

The third system is basically designed to work without the operator's

intervention. It also effects the plant in configurations which are much

closer to limiting conditions or even beyond them. This fact gives it the

special importance to safety. The first two groups of systems are backed up

by the protection system. Therefore, the introduction of new design

features 1B less problematic for the information and control systems than is

for the protection system, even if such new features would operate in a

closed loop design as it would be for the control system.

This situation with regard to safety and also the historical sequence

of the development of the guides caused some differences in the

recommendations regarding computers.
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Ihe first guideline to be mentioned is the IEC publication 643 wnich

is a "report", not yet a standard. It was drafted during 15*75 to 1977 and

gives an overview of possible computer applications, mainly as information

systems, excluding closed loop application in the protection 6ystem. Later

the Agency developed their guides.

When reading the two guides of NUSS, it is suprising to see that even

the one on the protection system, printed 1980, i.e. drafted 1976/79,

foresees "computer-based protection system designs". While the scope spells

out that the guide applies to all types of protection systems, i.e. also the

computer-based ones, it is obvious from the text that the experts mainly

thought of. conventional hard-wired systems. No explicit mention is made of

typical problems of reliability or verification of software adequacy, or hov

to interpret the question of redundancy, diversity, independence, etc., with

regard to software. In the seventies people rarely proposed to have a

computer in a closed loop operation integrated into the protection system.

However, the general principles of the guide are intended to apply.

The general spirit seems to change in the meantime. Confidence in

computers and their capacity in general are increasing and THI casts some

doubt on ti.e information available to operators. Among other considerations

this lead to a much stronger emphasis of computer-based information and

control 6ystem6 during the development of Safety Guide D8: "Safety-Related

Instrumentation and Control Systems for Nuclear Power Plants". There is

also the fact that these I&C systems are operating further away from

critical limits of the plant, i.e. they are less important to safety or

their failure is by far Ies6 dangerous. The consequence is that a closed

loop operation of a computer-based control circuit lese easily jeopardizes

safety even if it may cause a serious transient in case of failure.

Furthermore, computers can be used to assist the operator by proper

preparation of information which he requires for safety oriented actions.

SG-D8 takes these considerations into account giving general guidance also

to the possibility of grading the design requirements to the importance of

l&C systems to safety. Kan-machine Interactions are considered in this

guide.
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The reliability of the hardware is required in the same way as of

conventional I&C circuit hardware. No detailed guidance is given on how to !

prove it. Of particular importance is the quality of the software. Safety j

Guide D8 gives only general recommendations regarding avoidance of Hidden |
i

links within software subroutines of otherwise independent l&C functions, :

easily understandable simple language without interrupts in programmes which :

will enable more reliable cnec&ing of programmes and reduce the possibility

of common cause failures.

The guide SCJ-Uö has only recently been published. There might be a

long time before generally agreed requirements for the use of computers in

I&C, or even more, in protection systems may be developed for incorporation

into NUSS documents. Acceptance of closed-loop operation of computers

integrated into protection systems seems to be not yet everywhere

acceptable. A further complication may arise for systems which intend to

use artificial intelligence techniques for the derivation of protection

system signals.

In view of the potential enhancement of safety through the use of

computers in I&C for the assistance of operators or in direct safety system

application, the Agency is watching the development with interest. The ^

results may be the subject of revisions to the NUSS safety guides in later

years.
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Taole 1

Design Series of NÜS5 Documents

CODE OF PRACTICE

- Design for Safety of Nuclear Power Plants, (Safety Series No. 5O-C-D).

SAFETY GUIDES

Guides dealing with safety design in general:

- Safety Functions and Component Classification for BWR, PWR, and PTR
(50-SG-D1)

General Design Safety Principles for Nuclear Power Plants (5O-SG-D11)

Design Aspects of Radiation Protection for Nuclear Power Plants
(50-SG-D9)

Guides dealing with the protection of the plant against Bpecific phenomena:

Fire Protection in Nuclear Power Plants (5O-SG-D2)

- Protection Against Internally Generated Missiles and Their Secondary
Effects in Nuclear Power Plants (5Ü-SG-D4)

External Man-Induced Events in Relation to Nuclear Power Plant Design
(50-SC-D5)

Guides dealing with specific engineering features:

Protection System and Related Features in Nuclear Power Plants
(5O-SG-D3)

Ultimate Heat Sink and Directly Associated Heat Transport Systems for
Nuclear Power Plants (5O-SG-D6)

- Emergency Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants (5O-SG-D7)

Safety-Related Instrumentation and Control Systems for Nuclear Power
Plants (5U-SG-D8)

Fuel Handling and Storage Systems in Nuclear Power Plant6 (5O-SG-D10)

- Design of the Reactor Containment Systems in Nuclear Power Plants
(50-SG-D12)

keactor Cooling Systems in Nuclear Power Plants (5U-SG-D13)

Design for Reactor Core Safety in Nuclear Power Plants (5O-SG-D14)
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Figure 1
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